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Unveiling the Final Health Coverage 
Transparency Rules

February 24, 2021



This presentation is provided for general information purposes only and should not be considered legal 

or tax advice or legal or tax opinion on any specific facts or circumstances. Readers and participants are 

urged to consult their legal counsel and tax advisor concerning any legal or tax questions that may arise.

Any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, 

and cannot be used, for purposes of (i) avoiding penalties imposed under the U. S. Internal Revenue 

Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another person any tax-related matter. 

Disclaimer
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Health Coverage 
Transparency Rules



January 20, 2021 

Biden issues executive order freezing rules issued 

during Trump administration that are not yet 

effective

Category 1 - Pending rules that have not been 

published withdrawn for review

Category 2 – Rules that have been published to be 

postponed for 60 days to provide for review and new 

30-day comment period

✓ If no issues of fact, law, or policy, rules will go into 

effect with no further action

✓ If review process identifies issues, Director of the 

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) will 

consult with agencies and take additional actions

✓ Rules could be further postponed beyond 60 days 

based on review findings

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Current Status of Final Rule
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▪ If Supreme Court Decision (Texas v. California) 

renders ACA unconstitutional, transparency rule 

will become ineffective – expected decision in 

2021 session

▪ Potential future litigation challenges



Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Timeline
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JUN 24, 2019

OCT 29, 2020

NOV 12, 2020

JAN 11, 2021

MAR 21, 2021

Established by Trump Administration Executive Order on 

Health Care Price and Quality Transparency

Final “Transparency in Coverage” Rule Issued

Published in Federal Register

Rules Become Effective – January 11, 2021 

– Delayed to March 21, 2021

Because final rules have been 

published, Transparency Rule 

falls under Category 2 

✓ IF NOT OVERTURNED: 

Applicability Date – plan 

year beginning on or after 

January 1, 2022



Applies to:

✓ Non-grandfathered Group Health Plans, 

including:

▪ Employer-sponsored plans

▪ Multiemployer (Taft-Hartley) plans

▪ Multiple Employer plans (MEWAs)

✓ Individual Insurance (On and Off the 

Marketplace)

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Who Must Comply?
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Does not apply to:

✓ Grandfathered health plans

✓ Group health plans that are excepted 

benefits:

▪ Most dental and vision plans

▪ On-site medical clinics, EAPs

✓ Account-based plans 

▪ Health FSAs

▪ HRAs (incl. ICHRAs, QSEHRAs)



Transparency generally has bipartisan 

Congressional support which makes 

significant regulatory changes less likely 

First compliance deadlines are less than a 

year away (for calendar year plan years)

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: So Why Are We Talking

About This Now?
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Both the issuer (insurance carrier) and the plan are 

subject to the rules when the plan is fully-insured

▪ If issuer agrees contractually to assume 

responsibility for disclosure obligations, the plan will 

have no liability for disclosure

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Fully-Insured Health Plans
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UNKNOWNS:

1. Will issuers assume sole responsibility 

for compliance?

2. What will issuers want in exchange for 

completing disclosure (administrative 

fees, premium increases)?



Plan is responsible for complying with 

the Regulations

▪ Plan sponsor may contract with the TPA 

to provide disclosures

▪ However, liability is not passed from the 

plan to the TPA if TPA fails to comply

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Self-Insured Health Plans
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▪ Self-service tools available on Internet website

▪ Real-time responses as of the date of the request

▪ Searchable by:

✓ Covered item or service, 

✓ All in-network providers, or 

✓ All out-of-network providers. 

▪ Must be provided in paper form upon request

▪ Starting with the first plan year beginning on or after January 1, 2023

✓ Must disclose cost-sharing and pricing for 500 specific items and services

▪ Starting with the first plan year beginning on or after January 1, 2024

✓ Must disclose cost-sharing and pricing for all covered items and services

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Participant Disclosures –

Cost Sharing and Pricing Information
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1. Estimated cost sharing liability ($) for a covered item or service, including all items and services for which benefits are 

available under the medical plan (including drugs and durable medical equipment), including:

✓ In-network rates

✓ Out-of-network allowed amounts

2. Participant’s accumulated deductible, out-of-pocket maximum, and treatment limitation amounts

3. The in-network rate for the requested covered item or services (even if it is not the rate used to calculate cost sharing 

liability) and the underlying fee schedule rate to the extent it is different from the negotiated rate

4. The out-of-network allowed amount, when the covered item or service is received from an out-of-network provider

5. If the item or service is part of a bundled payment arrangement, a list of the items or services included in the bundled 

payment arrangement

6. A list of any prerequisites required for plan coverage (e.g., prior authorization, concurrent review, fail-first medical 

policy, or step-therapy drug protocols) 

7. Disclosure notice that contains specific information (e.g., the notice must state that the actual charges for a 

participant’s covered item or service may be different from the estimate of cost-sharing liability provided by the self-

service tool) – See model notice

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Participant Disclosure Elements
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https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/ebsa/laws-and-regulations/laws/affordable-care-act/for-employers-and-advisers/transparency-in-coverage-draft-model-disclosure.pdf


▪ Standardized format

▪ Three separate machine-readable files:

1. Negotiated rates between plan and in-network 

providers

2. Historical payments to and billed charges from 

out-of-network providers

3. In-network negotiated rates and historical net 

prices for all covered prescription drugs by plan 

or issue at pharmacy location level

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Public Pricing Disclosures
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Starting with the first 

plan year beginning on 

or after January 1, 2022
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Consolidated 
Appropriations Act of 2021: 

“No Surprises” Act



No Surprises Act
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TIMELINE

*U.S. Departments of Health and Human Services (HHS), Labor, and the Treasury

DEC 27, 2020

Consolidated 

Appropriations Act 

Signed into Law

JUL 1, 2021 First Plan Year 

beginning on or after 

JAN 1, 2022

Deadline for 

Agencies* to 

Release Rules

No Surprises Act 

Effective Date



No Surprises Act
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Requirements for group health plans

✓ Surprise Billing Provisions

▪ Individuals are only required to pay the 

in-network cost-sharing for certain 

out-of-network care

▪ Not covering these provisions today



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Overlap with final health coverage 

transparency regulations issued under ACA

✓ But independent of those rules (i.e., will 

remain in place if ACA ruled unconstitutional)

✓ Apply to group health plans and group health 

insurance policies

▪ Carrier generally responsible for compliance with 

respect to fully-insured plans (maybe similar to the 

way final transparency rules apply)

▪ Plan sponsor generally responsible for self-insured 

plans (but will need assistance of TPA)

Plan sponsors of self-insured plans will 

need to ensure these items are 

addressed in future service agreements



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Identification card requirements

▪ Any physical or electronic plan or insurance identification card 

issued to participants (and covered dependents) must include, 

in clear writing, the following:

1) Any applicable deductible

2) Any applicable out-of-pocket maximum limitation

3) A telephone number and Internet website address 

through which participants may seek consumer 

assistance information such as information related to 

hospitals and urgent care facilities that have in effect a 

contractual relationship with the plan for furnishing items 

and services under the plan

000-000-0000

www.provider.com

INSURANCE 

IDENTIFICATION CARD

$$$   //   $$$$

PARTICIPANT NAME

COMPANY NAME

ID NO.



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Advance Explanation of Benefits

▪ Plans must issue EOBs in advance of scheduled care

▪ Triggered by receipt notice from provider/facility that care has 

been scheduled or participant request

▪ Must be provided not later than either 1 or 3 business days 

(depending on circumstances) after notice/request received

▪ Must include…



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Advance Explanation of Benefits – must include:

1. Whether the provider or facility is a participating provider or facility

▪ If participating, the contracted rate for the item or service (based on the billing and diagnostic codes provided by such provider or 

facility); and

▪ If non-participating, a description of how such individual may obtain information on participating providers and facilities

2. The cost estimate that was included in the notification received from the provider or facility (if applicable)

3. An estimate of the amount the plan is responsible for paying

4. An estimate of the amount of any cost-sharing

5. An estimate of the amount that the participant has incurred toward meeting deductible and OOP Max

6. If applicable, a disclaimer that coverage for such item or service is subject to concurrent review, prior authorization, etc.

7. A disclaimer that the information is only an estimate



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Price comparison guides tool

▪ Plans must offer price comparison guidance by 

telephone and make available on the plan or issuer’s 

Internet website a price comparison tool that allows a 

participant to compare the amount of cost-sharing 

applicable under the plan with respect to the furnishing 

of a specific item or service 

▪ Must take into account plan year, geographic region, 

and participating providers

VS.



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Directories of in-network providers 

▪ Establish a database on the plan’s public website containing a list of each in-network health care 

provider/facility with name, address, specialty, telephone, and digital contact information

1. Establish a process to remove a provider or facility with respect to which the plan has been unable to 

verify such information during a period specified by the plan; 

2. Establish a process to update the database within 2 business days of receiving certain information.

▪ Any directory other than such database must include certain disclaimers regarding accuracy

▪ At least once every 90 days, verify and update the provider directory information included on the 

database, described above, of each health care provider and facility



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Directories of in-network providers 

▪ Establish a protocol to respond to a participant’s telephonic (or potentially electronic) request for 

provider/facility information within 1 business day

▪ Written response provided electronically or print as requested by participant

▪ If participant receives information indicating a provider/facility is in-network and it is not, then the 

plan:

1. Cannot impose a cost-sharing amount that is greater than the cost-sharing amount that would apply had 

the item or service been furnished by an in-network provider/facility; and 

2. Must apply the deductible or out-of-pocket maximum, if any, that would apply if the item or service was 

furnished by a participating provider/facility.



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Prohibition on Gag Clauses 

▪ A plan may not enter into an agreement regarding a provider 

network that would directly or indirectly restrict the plan from:

1. Providing provider-specific cost or quality of care information or 

data to referring providers, the plan sponsor, enrollees, or 

individuals eligible to become enrollees of the plan or coverage;

2. Electronically accessing de-identified claims and encounter 

information or data for each enrollee in the plan, upon request 

and consistent with applicable federal law; and

3. Sharing information or data described above, or directing that 

such data be shared, with a HIPAA business associate.

▪ A group health plan must annually submit to the DOL an 

attestation that it is complying with these requirements

Apparently 

effective 

immediately



No Surprises Act
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Health Plan Transparency Provisions

✓ Reporting on Prescription Drug Prices 

▪ Group health plans must submit information to the DOL regarding 

Rx drug benefits including:

1. The 50 brand Rx drugs most frequently dispensed by pharmacies for 

claims paid by the plan

2. The 50 most costly Rx drugs by total annual plan spending

3. The 50 Rx drugs with the greatest increase in plan expenditures over 

the preceding plan year

4. Total spending on health care services broken down in four categories

5. The average monthly premium paid by the employer and by 

participants

6. Information about rebates, fees, and any other remuneration paid by 

drug manufacturers

First report due not 

later than 12/27/21 

Subsequent reports 

due not later than 

each June 1st
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Other Issues & 
Next Steps



Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) rebates: Improved consumerism may affect MLR rebates

✓ MLR rules have been modified to permit insurance issuers “to receive credit in their MLR calculations for savings they share with 

enrollees that result from the enrollees shopping for, and  receiving care from, lower-cost, higher-value providers”

Potential administrative cost increases 

✓ Passed on to employers and insureds through higher premiums or administrative fees

HIPAA Privacy and Security concerns

✓ Information provided on self-service portal will constitute PHI

✓ HIPAA covered entities (health care plans) must ensure PHI is protected

Contractual Obligations

✓ Negotiated fee schedules between providers and provider networks/health plans may be confidential and proprietary

✓ Compliance with transparency rules may require disclosure of such information

✓ Contracts may need to be amended

Enforcement Issues

✓ When plan (not issuer) is responsible for compliance, failure to comply will result in tax penalties ($100/day/individual)

✓ Good faith compliance efforts may allow for mitigation

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Other Issues
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▪ Identify employer’s plans and determine which may be subject to 

transparency requirements

✓ Are any health care plans grandfathered? If so, exempt from 

ACA transparency rules

✓ Are any plans excepted benefits? If so, should be exempt 

from all transparency rules

▪ Start talking with vendors (issuers and TPAs) about compliance 

with both sets of rules

▪ Review service agreements with TPAs and insurance contracts 

to determine whether contractual language will need modification

▪ Evaluate effect compliance with transparency rules will have on 

HIPAA privacy and security policies

Health Coverage Transparency Rules: Next Steps
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Begin to

prepare now!



SHRM and HRCI Credits
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▪ This Program, ID No.  549382 , has been approved for 1.00    HR 

(General) recertification credit hours toward aPHR™, aPHRi™, 

PHR®, PHRca®, SPHR®, GPHR®, PHRi™ and 

SPHRi™recertification through HR Certification Institute® (HRCI®). 

▪ Hays Companies is recognized by SHRM to offer Professional 

Development Credits (PDCs) for SHRM-CP® or SHRM-SCP®. This 

program is valid for 1 PDCs for the SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP. 

Activity ID No. 21-3KCSQ. For more information about certification 

or recertification, please visit www.shrmcertification.org.

The use of this official seal confirms that this Activity has met HR Certification Institute’s® 

(HRCI®) criteria for recertification credit pre-approval.”


